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NFI Summary
Sophisticated batch
data matching
exercises designed to
prevent and detect
fraud

Established in 1996,
and now sits within
the Cabinet Office

Over 1,300
mandatory and
voluntary participants
provide 8,000
datasets

In 2014/15, 4.5m
data matches
released (25% were
Recommended Filter
Matches)

Incorporates
England, Wales,
Scotland and
Northern Ireland

Over £1.39bn of
fraud, error and
overpayments
identified to date

© Crown copyright 2016
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NFI Overview : Products
NFI product portfolio
Fraud Detection
Main NFI - batch data matching every
two years – 1,300 organisations
Flexible service (ReCheck) – on
demand service available to individual
or groups of organisations
Data - Existing customers, claimants,
tenants, employees, etc
Matched to tried and tested rule logic
to identify potential fraud

Fraud Prevention
AppCheck - point of application
checks
Submit key data on the applicant –
direct input or direct system links
Matches to all NFI data to validate or
identify potential anomalies in an
application
Instant Results

Legal framework - The Local Audit and Accountability Act Schedule 9.
- Code of data matching practice 2008.
Security Accreditation - HMG Information Assurance Standard No.1 (IAS1)
- HMG Information Assurance Standard No.2 (IAS2)
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NFI Team
Cabinet Office Fraud, Error, Debt
& Grants

Synectics Solutions Ltd
- IT Partner
- Web application developments
- Data processing
- Technical support

- Aim to reduce fraud and error loss in the
public sector.
- Agree strategy and key deliverables for NFI
in line with wider FEDG aims and objectives

NFI: How we
work

New Business Team (2 staff)

Business As Usual Team (4 staff)

-NFI product management
- NFI developments and enhancements
- Engagement with potential partners and
participants from private and public sector

- Manage all NFI datasets
- Co-ordinate NFI main exercise
- Engagement with all 1300 NFI participants
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NFI Overview: Data
Current Datasets

Blue Badges

Fraud Data
(Amberhill)

Right To Buy

Concessionary
Travel Pass

Housing Benefit
Claimants

Personal Alcohol
Licences

Creditors

Council Tax

DWP & DDRI
Deceased
Persons

Deferred
Pensions

Electoral Roll

Housing Tenants

Insurance
Claimants

Market Traders

Occupational
Pensions

Payroll

Private
Residential Care
Homes

Personal Budgets
(direct payment)

New datasets

Companies
Council Tax
House
Reduction
NFI Overview April 2016

State Benefits

Student Loans

Taxi Drivers

UKBA
Immigration Data

Waiting Lists

We request the minimum
amount of data to carry out
matching (identify individuals
accurately), to report results of
sufficient quality and to
facilitate quick follow up/review.

NFI 2016/17 - Timeline
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June - July
2016 -

September
2016 -

October
2016

January
2017

•Invitations to
Participate
(existing)

•Fair
Processing
Notices
Issued

•Data
Submission

•Matches
Released

February –
December
2017
•Match review,
investigation
and outcome
recording
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NFI 2016/17
New combined web application
• Single log in, and access to all NFI web apps (NFI 14/15, NFI 16/17,
Recheck, AppCheck, Fraudhub).
• 1st phase of development - combined administration facility.
• All matches for 16/17 will be returned to the 16/17 section of the web
app, and will function as in previous years
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NFI 2016/17
New Datasets
• Council Tax Reduction Scheme data - To highlight information that
could affect an individuals’ eligibility for council tax reduction
• Housing Waiting Lists – To highlight information that could affect an
individuals’ eligibility or points for social housing

• Companies House Data – To highlight potential undeclared
interests between organisations, staff and companies
Housing benefit
• Matches to be returned to LAs as per previous exercises. LAs to
review matches and refer potential fraud cases to DWP via DWP
referral form
• Passported cases to be sent directly to DWP

• Matches referred to DWP marked as ‘closed – referred to DWP’
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Refine matching
Fewer
investigative
resources at
LA’s disposal

less false
positives…

Less is
more…

fewer matches
of better
quality…

Changing
priorities/emerging
fraud risks at LA’s

How
• Look at refining NFI matching rules to better remove false positives.
• Bringing in other datasets to help ‘risk score’ matches i.e.
Household Composition pilot
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Target new areas
•

•

•

•

Council Tax SPD – ‘one to many’ matching
–

Matches CT SPD to other NFI data (not ER)

–

Household composition

–

Further development to risk score the matches

New matches for creditors and pay data to companies house data. Integrate into batch and AppCheck.
–

Undeclared interests

–

Matching by address and bank account

Business Rates
–

Looking at ideas for a pilot

–

Potential use of refuse data, companies house data, land registry data

European Health Insurance Card
–

Pilot exercise with a sample of claims and applications

AppCheck
AppCheck can help you reduce your application fraud risks including:

Employment applicants

Housing Tenancy applicants

Personal budget applicants

Licence applicants

Waiting list applicants

Housing benefit applicants

AppCheck Process

NINO

Names
Address

Date of
Birth

Matched to 23 data sources including fraudulent
identity data, deceased persons data and
immigration data
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AppCheck Features

Tackling fraud at the point of application

Validating an applicant at an address

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Every new application to your
organisation brings a hidden risk
AppCheck helps reduce these application
fraud risks and streamlines the process
AppCheck searches using the NFI unique
data insights and expertise against
comprehensive data flagging potential
frauds with instant matched results.

Every new application requires validation
AppCheck searches using the NFI unique
data insights and expertise against
comprehensive data to validate an
applicant at an address or indicate that
further investigation is required prior to
application approval.

Easy to Use
You don't need any special skills to screen applicants. The whole process is quick and easy,
providing direct access to the information you need through our secure and user friendly web
application or via our application program interface (API).
It is available 24/7 online, and includes a suite of support facilities to help you make the most of
the service.

Mission
“To better protect the public purse from fraud and error by helping to minimise
loss”

Vision
“Provide the best deal for the tax-payer by helping tackle fraud and error”
“Use sophisticated data matching and analytics to achieve results quickly and
efficiently”
“Work with customers and stakeholders across the public and private sector to
provide capability to detect, prevent, disrupt and deter those committing fraud
and discover error.”
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National Fraud Initiative - Strategy 2016 to 2020

NFI Strategy
Aims for 2016 - 2020

areas
have been identified
that will ensure the
NFI is best placed to
deliver benefits to
public sector bodies
in their fight against
fraud
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The NFI journey
By 2020 the NFI will link key public and private
sector data, on a real time basis via API, to
allow call outs to, current or near current data.
This would better integrate into participants
counter fraud internal controls as the NFI could
provide both fraud prevention and detection
capability on an ongoing, real time basis as the
automated data feeds were received.
We will also give participants more control by
setting their own matching rules and thresholds
as well as selecting which 3rd party datasets
they want the NFI to match their data to.

Importantly this allows them to align the NFI to
their local counter fraud strategies.
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National Fraud Initiative - Strategy 2016 to 2020
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Questions

